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Customer Feature
In the recall dialog, when recalling without stopping the recall and stop button is the default button.
[ RENO-15151, Resolved, As a doctor I want the "Seponer behandling..." button to be default in the dialog that shows
when I try to recall a resept ]

"Samstemming" close button now reflects if there are items going to be recalled after "samstemming"
session ends.
[ RENO-15150, Resolved, As a user I want to be notified clearly when M5 messages are sent automatically when I close
samstemming ]

When a user without recall privileges accepts a stop proposal of a prescription which is a registration no
attempt or test is run to recall possible previous versions.
[ RENO-15147, Resolved, As a user without recall privileges, I should not recall when I accept a stop draft for a resept
that was imported and renewed as Reg ]

Toptext, for import with local changesc, has been added when importing in "samstemming".
[ RENO-15146, Resolved, No top-text is shown in samstemming when importing a resept with changes ]

In PLO installations importing with local changes (configurable) has the simple structured dosing grid
checked and available for prescription where adding a simple structured dosing is available.
[ RENO-15145, Resolved, As a user in PLO, I always want to add structured dosing on import if it is not already present ]

"LIB/importfelt" changed to "LIB/«Andre forskrivninger»" for strings explaining a double medication
warning in LIB view.
[ RENO-15132, Resolved, Translation change: "importfelt" should be "Andre forskrivninger" ]

The popup showing pending recalls when opened now shows all the recalls, even if the user can not
send all of them.
[ RENO-15131, Resolved, As a user, I want to see the list of pending recalls, even if I don't have privileges to recall ]

Nurses in PLO renew eRps to reg by default and always without recalling.
Same goes for users who's default new type is registration.
[ RENO-15126, Resolved, As a nurse in PLO, I should not have the option to recall when I renew an eRp to Reg ]

Users that do not have the privileges to register a medication review no longer see the popups
reminding the user about the reviews.
[ RENO-15125, Resolved, As a non-doctor user, I should not get a medication review reminder ]

In installations configured for KJ lookup, assistants and nurses without KJ lookup privileges should now
always be able to open the "samstemming" view.
[ RENO-15123 (196175), Resolved, As a nurse or assistant, I want to use Samstemming even if no lookup has been
done ]

In the prescription view, when specifying a stop day in simple structured dosing grid before specifying
"Bruk" the automatic calculations behave better.
[ RENO-15087 (Bug 190834), Resolved, Bug 190834: Structural dosing - inconsistency when using structural dosing with
A, B, C, F and K prescriptions ]

Most if, not all, error surrounding the registration of an HelseId client should be handled.
[ RENO-15033, Resolved, As the FM I want to better handle errors when registering HelseId clients ]

Vivit free-text samstemming module updated to version 1.39.
[ RENO-14869, Resolved, As a doctor I want to use the latest version of the Vivit module ]

Renewing an imported preparation is now possible and when renewing imported preparations with
change, the user is now forced to select a new name for it, although the previous name is available for

copying .
[ RENO-14671 (Bug 175124), Resolved, As a user, I want to renew an imported preparation prescription without messing
up the name ]

Feature
When a patient has blocked a specific healthcare professional from seeing his/her medication
information in RF, the RF will respond with an AppRec message with a specific error code during the RF
lookup which should now be 364
[ RENO-15093, Resolved, As a user, I want to see a user-friendly message when the patient has blocked me from lookup
in RF ]

"Yrkesskade" watermark removed from reason field in "Helfo" application view for "NIB" items.
[ RENO-15091 (Support 413443), Resolved, As a user, I don't want to see a watermark in the Begrunnelse field when
registering a Helfo application for nutrition ]

New stop reason option (patient stopped treatment) has been added to stop reasons.
[ RENO-15090, Resolved, As a user, I want to select all existing seponation reasons when seponating ]

Nurses can no longer create link drafts, although they can use the update function for prescriptions in
"samstemming", which is technically the same as linking but only available in special circumstances.
[ RENO-15089, Resolved, As a nurse, I should not be allowed to "double sign" the linking of an external prescription to a
local treatment ]

"Fastlege" installations are no longer blocked from querying "Kjernejournal".
[ RENO-14964, Resolved, As a user in a fastlege installation, I want to do a KJ lookup ]

Customer Defect
For installations running more than one application servers the FM could end up out of synchronization
with the RF, this has now been fixed.
[ RENO-15187 (448918), Resolved, "Resepter i RF" are marked as not being in RF ]

Import suggestions should now induce an inbox notification to doctors in installations configure for inbox
notifications.
[ RENO-15149, Resolved, 197051 - When assistant add an prescription from AF to LIB, the Doctor is not notified in FM
inboks ]

When creating an AK journal by pressing the short dosing link in the search windows, the short dosing
pressed is ignored, as the prescription will be a part of an AK journal.
[ RENO-15118 (195266), Resolved, Selecting Kortdose for an AK Virkestoff prescription, then M1 og M25.1 will include
both Kortdose and structured dosing but no DSSN ]

When prescribing AK medications using AK journal the "Forholdsregel ved intak" is not available.
[ RENO-15116 (195208), Resolved, DosVeiledEnkel is not sent in M1, M25.1 or LesVarerIBruk for AK journal
prescriptions if Forholdsregel is specified ]

Data base column for short dosing description text has been made wider (250 characters instead of a
100) to accommodate new long DN texts from latest FEST.
[ RENO-15112 (Support 439304), Resolved, Error when registering a prescription with a long kortdose text ]

Fixed resource not found error when using dynamic reports view.
[ RENO-15102, Resolved, Error when using the Legemiddelgjennomgang report filter ]

Doctors registering as LIB responsible, should not be asked for patient consent.
[ RENO-15100 (Bug 193308), Resolved, Bug 193308 - Doctor is asked to register patient's consent for RF lookup when
registering as MD-responsible ]

"Prescribers" selected from the HP registry search are now included in outgoing messages when
sending registrations in "Legemidler i bruk" messages (m25.1)

[ RENO-15098 (Bug 193189), Resolved, Bug 193189: The prescriber of a local Reg is not sent in M25.1 if this is not a
local user ]

Stop information is now included in relevant outgoing messages for imported prescriptions when adding
/ changing stop on import.
[ RENO-15086 (Bug 192496), Resolved, VS: 192496 - Seponeringsdato sendes ikke med i M25.1 når resept som ikke
finnes i RF inkluderes i LIB og seponeringsdato settes ved import. ]

When importing with local changes to stop date. The stop date will be included in the next "multidose"
messge (m25.1) going like for "Kur" medication.
[ RENO-15085 (Bug 192494), Resolved, 192494 - Feil i seponeringsdato som sendes i M25.1 (på e-resept) når ny
seponeringsdato er satt ved import. "Dato+eksakt tidspunkt" sendes der hvor det er forventet "Dato+1 T00:00:00" ]

Some fixes to what date is used as a stop date when importing items with local changes.
[ RENO-15084 (Bug 192493), Resolved, Inconsistent stop date in Samstemming and LIB when importing "Kur" with a
stop date in the past ]

"Samstemming" button availability is now better controlled during sign / send action.
[ RENO-15081 (Bug 191230), Resolved, Bug 191230: It is possible for a LIB-doctor to open Samstemming manually ]

Shortcut keys have been fixed. Requiring alt + for shortcuts now works properly, they require the alt key
now instead of being activated by a single key.
[ RENO-15072 (Bug 190317), Resolved, Bug 190317: Keyboard shortcuts do not require alt + combination when cursor
focus isn't set ]

Fixed null reference error that could happen when the FM is testing if a VIB confirmation is necessary
before kurve printout.
[ RENO-15065, Resolved, [Support 423999] Error when printing kurve for a single patient (HV) ]

Bugfix: Lib comment and delivery mode ("administrering") do not affect the equal sign in "samstemming"
when doing local changes on import.
[ RENO-15064 (Bug 190151), Resolved, Bug 190151: Adding a local LIB comment, or administrering on import
PREVENT the «=» from showing ]

Added detail in tool tip for user privileges in the admin config.
[ RENO-15048 (Bug 189490), Resolved, Bug 189490: "Dobbeltsignere kladd" tooltip should include the text "Gjelder ikke
reseptkladder" ]

Fixed watermark for preparations.
[ RENO-15006 (Support 415286), Resolved, [Support 415286] Incorrect watermark text in Tilberedelsesopplysinginer in
the preparation screen (magistrelle legemidler) ]

Items of unknown source (old search results, from before Hpr integration) can now be selected in Ar/Hpr
searches.
[ RENO-14682 (erSak:14782 - Support 395173), Resolved, (erSak:14782) [Support 395173] Recently used institution
cannot be selected when creating a new Helfo application ]

In the prescriptions screen, when §3 has been selected the HELFO application buttons visibility and
availability has been fixed.
[ RENO-14555 (Bug 171157), Resolved, Bug 171157: The button for Registrer søknadsinformasjon is still available in S15
]

A doctor with the privileges to prescribe "H-resepter" will not be warned about not having those
privileges when renewing a "H-resept" even if medication is no longer active in FEST.
[ RENO-14428 (erSak:14703, erSak:14729), Resolved, (erSak:14703) Incorrect error message when renewing H-resept
for a drug no longer active in FEST ]

When prescribing from a template made from a locked prescription, the locking can now be removed
and will stay removed.
[ RENO-14427 (erSak:14723), Resolved, (erSak:14723) Check for locked resept reappears when refusjon is selected ]

Show discarded filtering is now available for NIB, FIB and Vaccines tabs.
[ RENO-14324 (Bug 165419), Resolved, VS: Bug 165419: Tooltip and discard text does not contain NIB, FIB or Vaksiner;
and button "Vis ikke inkluderte" is missing in NIB, FIB and Vaksiner ]

Fixed "samstemming" so that when accepting drafts, the draft actions available on other drafts are no
longer affected..
[ RENO-13732 (Bug 148459), Resolved, Bug 148459: Accept and Reject button disappears from recall draft when
accepting new eRp draft in samstemming ]

Users with privileges to create templates can now create "H-resepter" templates.
[ RENO-13687 (erSak:13923), Resolved, (erSak:13923) H-resept refusjonshjemmel not available when creating
templates through FM-admin ]

In some cases when stopping prescriptions with recall a text explaining that an "ekspederbar"
prescription will be recalled wasn't always shown, has now been fixed.
[ RENO-13663 (Bug 146833), Resolved, Bug 146833: Text missing after seponating a local registration which was
renewed from an eRp ]

Defect
Shortcut for searching vaccines has been changed to alt-n.
[ RENO-15127, Resolved, Same shortcut key for the search button in vaccines tab and the sign/send button ]

When accepting a stop draft from "samstemming" and user can edit the stop date labels are no longer
written over each other.
[ RENO-15124, Resolved, Information text in seponer pop-up looks strange ]

If a LIB responsible doctor imports a paper m8 prescription and is forced to renew it to a LIB registration,
it is sent out as a paper prescription on the next PLL message (M25.1) using the "resept id" of the
imported paper prescription.
[ RENO-15114, Resolved, Importing and renewing paper M8 is not sending the correct resept out in M25.1 ]

When an add-to-lib question is rejected for an item and the treatment is stopped the stop info for the
item is set on the next outgoing "Legemidler i bruk" (m25.1) message
[ RENO-14981, Resolved, What should happen when a locally unknown item is received in M25.2 with regards to
stopping it? ]

In the AK journal view the "Ordinert av" field should now be populated for items imported before AK
journal renew.
[ RENO-14963, Resolved, Ordinert av is not shown in the AK-view in all cases ]

Top text for discarded NIB, FIB and Vaccine items has been fixed.
[ RENO-14838, Resolved, No top text on discarded NIB, FIB and Vaksine items in AF ]

Searching for a healthcare professional using HPR id starting with zeros now produces a local hit for the
HPR even if it isn't stored with leading zeros in FM db.
[ RENO-14521, Resolved, Looking up IDs with leading zeroes isn't handled correctly ]

Returning from report to patient's LIB should no longer trigger "samstemming" or any kind of lookup.
[ RENO-14518 (Bug 173051), Resolved, Returning from report to patient's LIB triggers samstemming or RF lookup ]

Sorting arrows on columns in saved report lists are now in accordance with sorting order.
[ RENO-14477, Resolved, The list of saved reports doesn't indicate that it is sorted by date by default ]

In "Søknad om individuell refusjon Helfo" view the "merknad" text field now wraps long texts properly.
[ RENO-14385, Resolved, 'Merknad' textbox doesn't wrap in S.16 when text is long ]

When a recalled prescription is suggested for import and renew by a user with double signing privileges
and is later accepted by another user with double signing privileges, the "samstemming" lists show as

expected now. Before the external item wasn't shown at all.
[ RENO-14306, Resolved, Double-signing import + renewal draft chain behaves unexpectedly in samstemming ]

"Samstemming" should no longer open in LIB responsible installations, i.e. installations where the LIB
responsible doctor is a local user, after lookup.
[ RENO-14012, Resolved, Samstemming is opening after KJ lookup for a patient with LIB-ansvarlig assigned ]

In lib-responsible installation (a local user has lib "ansvar" for patient) other doctors can not stop a
prescription with immediate effect without recalling any more than the lib responsible doctor.
[ RENO-13921, Resolved, Doctors in LIB-ansvarlig installations other than LIB-ansvarlig are able to stop a prescription
immediately without recall ]

For installations which do not require explicit accept/reject for drafts link drafts are now properly
accepted when sending.
[ RENO-13763, Resolved, Two M5s are sent out for an item being linked to by a J/H or nurse in samstemming ]

When importing patient data, the epj api document converters should handle stop dates correctly now.
[ RENO-13756, Resolved, Patientdata import fails due to 'SeponeringsInfomasjon' ]

Draft counter in tabs no takes more drafts into count.
[ RENO-13452, Resolved, Draft counting on the tabs isn't representing the number of actual drafts for each section ]

Bug fix: Course prescriptions in AF grid can be imported during the last dosing day now.
[ RENO-12714, Resolved, Kur with seponeringsdate today can be imported to LIB in samstemming, but not in the LIB ]

Prescribed by ("Forskriver") is now shown, if specified, in "samstemming" for import drafts.
[ RENO-12417, Resolved, When an assistant imports a resept received through SkrivKorrespondanseInfo samstemming
shows the assistant as prescriber ]

